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From Silence to Stories offers a uniquely readable and engaging perspective on how we as a

society can stand strong against the silent epidemic of child sexual abuse. For the female

sexual abuse survivor, the author offers hope for healing and restoration by examining common

myths and emotional deception that survivors are prone to believe as a result of their abuse

experience. For the reader who has never experienced sexual abuse, From Silence to Stories

provides insight into the heart and mind of the survivor, enabling them to love the survivors in

their lives with grace and understanding. The author also explains the common mindsets about

sexual abuse that allow cycles of abuse to continue from generation to generation, and offers

insight and encouragement about how to break those cycles in our families.At just 120 pages,

From Silence to Stories is short enough to read quickly – a necessity, considering the difficult

topic – yet powerful enough to open the reader’s heart and mind to the simple actions we can

take to change our world.
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Dearest DenialHow tightly to you we clingWhat influence you wieldOver our weak, weak

minds“He could never do something like that!Obviously, she’s lying.”And on and onWe wear

youLike a blanket on a frosty nightShivering but gratefulFor your brand of truthThen years from

now, weary with silenceDesperate to function in her dysfunctional worldEven there you’ll

reign“I’m over that. It’s been 20 years!”But at night:“I’ll never be free.”How successfully you’ve

helped usDeny the darknessYet, powerful as you are, you don’t work aloneDearest Deceit is

your lifelong friendLovers of hate, you whisper together:“You’re the only one.No one will

understand.Your fault.Your fault.Your fault.”But worse! You curse generationsFrom mother to

child to child to child:“It happened to me and I turned out fine.Every girl goes through it.She’ll

get used to it.He’ll leave me.Leave me.Me.”Oh, but yet…For all your power, still you are

weakYour enemy is greater than you ever hoped to beGlorious Truth, stomp Denial like a snake!

Writhing and hissing and ready to dieMay Deceit suffer the wrath of your lightTruth! I pray you

be louderBe louderBe LOUDER!InterveneInterfereInvadeWhere light shines in the

darkness,The darkness cannot overcome it

Part I

PrologueT he heavy oak doors open and a young girl enters the courtroom. Her blond hair,

falling past her shoulder blades, shines like the polished wood railing of the jury box she walks

past. Her eyes are downcast, her face pale and carefully blank. She is well dressed and

meticulously groomed, though as she pointed out to her mother that morning, the lace

trimming at the bottom of her powder-blue skirt doesn’t quite match the lace at the collar of her

striped blouse. But her mom had told her not to worry about it. No one will notice, she’d said,

nervously fidgeting with the buttons of her own blouse.No one will notice.And of course, her

mom was right. The courtroom is packed, but not with people who cared one whit about the

girl’s appearance. The prosecutor and defense attorney are much more concerned with the



presentation of her testimony: Will she tell the truth? Will she stick to the facts? Will she be a

convincing witness? The spectators – a sea of them – are made up of supporters on both

sides of the aisle. Some are the shocked and skeptical family of the accused, convinced the girl

is lying, that she has somehow been coerced into making up her ghastly story to satisfy her

mother’s desire for revenge. Others are the girl’s family, angered by what she has already been

forced to endure, worried about how she will make it through the day. Together they make up

one large extended family, divided by divorce, bitterness, and an outright refusal to see beyond

the perspective of their own narrowed eyes.After a seeming eternity, the girl reaches the

witness stand, swears to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and takes her

seat. Knowing she can avoid it no longer, she lifts her eyes for the first time. She finds her

mother in the crowd first, sitting behind the railing at the back of the courtroom. She next sees

the prosecutor, already rising from his chair at the table to her left, and then the defense

attorney sitting directly before her. Finally, she turns her eyes to her father, sitting at the

defense table.He looks the same as always, she thinks, noticing his thinning gray hair, salt and

pepper beard, and gold-rimmed glasses. His face is gentle, his return gaze benign. She

realizes again that he doesn’t look like a child molester. He looks like a nice man. A good

father. A normal person.Confused by her thoughts, her gaze lights upon him only for a moment.

Thankfully, the prosecutor is already beginning to ask her questions. As the sole witness to the

crimes being prosecuted, the girl has neither the time nor the courage to study the man she

loves and doesn’t love, fears but doesn’t fear, hates but could not possibly hate. She cannot

consider the possible consequences of her testimony – her father’s imprisonment and all it may

entail – because if she did, her mouth might refuse to speak.Her words might refuse to

come.Her lungs might refuse to breathe.Instead, she can only turn her eyes to the prosecutor,

be encouraged by his encouraging smile, open her mouth –And tell her story.Shamed into

SilenceT wenty years later the story of that day is one I have never told before. As I look back

on it now, only a few details remain crisp in my memory: lying on the floor in an empty

courtroom, coloring in a brand-new book, as I waited my turn to testify; the defense attorney’s

terrible plaid suit, at least twenty years out of date; my dad’s face looking the same as always.

The rest of the courtroom is indistinct in my mind, its edges softened by two decades of

intentional inattention.At the time, my thirteen-year-old self had wanted nothing more than to

forget any of it ever happened, so I don’t think I ever spoke of it again after the jury handed

down their verdict. I never spoke of it to my mom and step-dad, who likely believed talking

about it would stir up emotions best left unfelt. Nor to my brothers, with whom I’ve never had

another conversation about our father even now. And not to my friends, because having

testified against your father in a criminal rape case doesn’t often come up in the course of

teenage conversation. It doesn’t come up in any conversation, really, so I’ve continued to keep

it to myself.the time for keeping silent has long passedUntil now, of course, because the time

for keeping silent has long passed.Like most child sexual abuse survivors, I’ve kept some of

the specifics of my story – like the day I testified – to myself. Unlike most survivors, however,

I’ve had the opportunity to tell my story in general terms as a church retreat speaker many

times. Standing before groups of women of all ages, I’ve told how my dad began molesting me

when I was nine, that within a few months the abuse turned to rape and continued until he was

arrested two years later. My first time as a retreat speaker, I told only the bare bones:

molestation, rape, arrest, plus a little of what came after. Promiscuity in high school, sexual

dysfunction in marriage. I told only what I was sure other women, both sexual abuse survivors

and those who had never experienced sexual abuse, could identify with. From the first time I

shared, though, women would come to me afterward and thank me for being so open. They



didn’t know how much I held back, but for them it didn’t matter. They responded as though my

story was the one they’d been waiting their whole lives to hear.And sadly, it was.Because

they’d never heard anyone talk about being sexually abused before.Because they’d never told a

soul about their own experience.Because hearing me tell even a truncated version of my story

was the permission they needed to tell their own.As retreats passed, the telling got easier. The

more times I told my story, the more I was able to tell, until I was able to share all of it – not just

what happened to me, but how I had felt about it and how those feelings impacted my behavior.

Eventually, I was able to own the things I had always held back: the shame I felt, not about

what had been done to me, but about what I had done in response, and everything I felt my

actions said about me.Like my belief that I was, ultimately, unlovable.Irredeemable.Destined to

live under the cloud of my abuse experience for the rest of my life.“Twenty years,” I told them

the last time I spoke. “It’s been twenty years that this thing has been controlling me. Today is

the day I shine a light on it, expose all of it, because I refuse to let it control me

anymore.”Finally telling the whole truth elicited an incredible response in the room. Nearly

every woman came forward at the end for prayer and personal ministry, not because they were

all abuse survivors, but because all of us have incidents from our past that we’ve hidden out of

fear and shame. We’ve all been held hostage by lies we’ve believed about ourselves. That day,

many women reached the end of their willingness to accept those lies any longer.They came

forward. They told their stories. And by doing so, they stepped onto the path to freedom and

healing.There in that setting – a church retreat filled with like-minded people of the same faith,

people committed to the growth, prosperity, and healing of one another – it’s okay to talk about

the subjects we all religiously avoid in the outside world. My church’s retreats are a safe place,

an opportunity to get real about things like pornography, sexual addiction, and sexual abuse.

They are a place to know, without doubt, that we will be supported, loved, and cared for no

matter what we reveal.An exception – that’s what those retreats are. Because we all go back to

the real world when the weekend is over, the world that millions and millions of other sexual

abuse survivors live in every day, a world that offers little respite from the weight of the stories

we carry. In the real world, the vast majority of adult sexual abuse survivors have never spoken

of their experiences aloud. For some the stories remain traumatic, eliciting the same flight,

fight, or freeze response as did the actual event, even decades later. For others, their stories

are simply locked away – never opened, never owned, their destructive power never

acknowledged in any way. Their stories are the monsters beneath their beds, feeding on their

shame, growing more powerful as the years pass.the stigma of sexual abuse demands that

survivors live in silenceMonsters thrive in darkness.The stigma of sexual abuse demands that

survivors live in silence, keeping their monsters a secret, never turning on the light.Yet

assuming the typical survivor wanted or even needed to share her story, whom would she tell?

So few want to hear it. Therapists. Perhaps a close friend. Counselors and ministers in the

business of healing. To the rest of the world, pained and discomfited by its contents, her story

is thought best untold. Despite our culture’s fixation with tragedies packaged for us by the

media, real, personal stories of abuse and trauma make us uncomfortable. They grieve and

anger us, make us feel defenseless against the tyrannical evil of the world in which we live.

Stories of sexual abuse do that and more: they repulse us – all of us, whether we’ve

experienced sexual abuse or not. They leave us feeling dirty and powerless. Even I, an ardent

advocate for sexual abuse awareness and prevention, someone who understands the soul-

cleansing power of storytelling – even I avoid it whenever possible. During my last semester of

college, the same semester in which I began writing this book, I had to read a case study

about a boy who, from age 4 to 11, had endured some of the vilest, most abhorrent abuse acts



I have ever heard. At 17, several years removed from his abuse, he told his story in the case

study matter-of-factly, attempting to hide his brokenness behind an objective list of the acts

perpetrated against him.I admit that I did not just hate reading his story. I loathed it. I did not

want to analyze his experience, didn’t want to examine the ways his life had been affected by

the trauma. Truthfully, hearing his story hurt me. As he was someone I did not know and could

not help, I felt that the pain his story caused me was needless, unnecessary. I closed my heart

to it, pretended his story was a work of fiction, and refused to let it touch me.Keep silent, young

man, so that you do not break my heart.But as long as I’m being honest with myself, what

would my response have said to him?Keep silent, young man, so that you do not break my

heart.The freedom and healing you may find by telling your story are not worth the pain it

causes me.If he had been standing before me telling his story, he would have looked into my

eyes and seen horror. Disgust. Repulsion.And he would have been shamed into silence.I can

picture him now, this man I’ve never met: eyes shuttered, heart resigned, he steps into the

cage my demand for his silence built for him.Because that’s what silence does: it binds.It

entraps.It stacks like the bricks of prison walls and shuts the survivor in.While those walls

protect the rest of us from facing the disturbing reality of sexual abuse, the survivor within is

held in some tortuous limbo, both desperate to break free and mortally terrified of doing so, as

the weight of the walls – the weight of their unspoken story – becomes more and more difficult

to bear. The survivor remains trapped within the claustrophobic confines of their silence, fully

convinced that it’s the only way.Not just because the stories themselves feel impossible to

share, which they do.But also because they live in a society unwilling to hear them, a society

that has closed its eyes and ears in a frantic attempt to pretend them away.With this book and

these stories, I hope to change that.Though I write from the perspective of a childhood sexual

abuse survivor, all of us, whether we are survivors or not, are vulnerable to being deceived

about sexual abuse. Silence makes that deception easy. The lack of conversation on the topic

allows us to spend our whole lives without ever even acknowledging what we believe. some

would even argue that they do not, in fact, have thoughts and beliefs about sexual abuse. To

them I would say, Yes, you do.We all do.And they are more powerful than you think.The next

few chapters will examine some of those beliefs and how they affect the way we parent, our

interactions with others, and the judgements we make. We’ll explore more fully what silence

does. We’ll see how some survivors and non-survivors alike have overcome their deceptions,

how others remain trapped by them, and how still others are slowly breaking down the walls

that years of silence have built around them.My hope and prayer is that the child sexual abuse

survivor who reads this book will find the courage to dig deep into their story, to confront its

lies, and to speak up about their experiences. I pray that the non-survivor, the person who has

never experienced sexual abuse in any form, is encouraged to listen with their whole heart.

May we all begin to ask the questions for which we desperately need the answers: Who are the

victims of sexual abuse? Who are the perpetrators? What can I do to protect my children and

extended family? What can I do to help the adults in my life who survived sexual abuse in

childhood to thrive?To get there, we’ll have to resolve not to put the subject aside and walk

away when it gets too uncomfortable – which it will, countless times. We must be willing to

examine and admit our beliefs about sexual abuse, even when those beliefs are different than

we thought they’d be. Finally, we must be willing to embrace the daunting reality of child sexual

abuse and to share that truth with others.By telling our stories.By listening.By creating an

atmosphere in our society in which shame, guilt, and silence have no place.Together, we can

break the cycle of sexual abuse.We must only begin.Stripping Silence of Power
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Glenn, “There is a great need for such a book as this one. There is a great need for such a

book as this one. Get a copy and have it on hand to give away at the right time. The stories of

healing, hope, and growing through sexual abuse will give you compassion and understanding.

Well written. Emily and her family are the real deal. She is such a mentor to others and I am

convinced this book will be used as a powerful tool to help many find their journey to healing.”

Tasha, “Excellent book! It is full of insight and points towards hope and restoration.. This

incredibly well written book draws in the reader and gives you insight into the lives of those

who have been traumatized by sexual abuse. She skillfully tells the stories of those who have

experienced sexual trauma, but lightens the heaviness of the subject matter with humor and

hope. I am a Licensed Professional Counselor and plan to use this book to help family

members of trauma victims understand what it is like for the victim, as well as a tool to instill

hope.”

Vicki Pauls, “Much Needed Read!. I read this book because I thought I knew the author!After

reading her story I know her so much better! Thank Emily, for sharing with us! Everyone,

sexual abusers, victims of sexual abuse, and those who haven't experienced any of it, MUST

READ thus book!Emily explains the importance of being truthful and how to eventually be free

from sexual abuse!It has helped me understand sexual abuse so much more! AND it's a fairly

short read!  Well done!”

Denise K., “Eye-opener. Well written. This book is an eye-opener to the mind and heart of a

child abuse survivor. I recommend all should read, survivor and non-survivor alike.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Recommend it. It's wonderful to hear stories of redemption from those

who have suffered through sexual abuse. Though the topic may be difficult to face, our world

HAS to hear stories like these. We need change in our culture. I hope to hear more from Emily.

Good book.”

Jill, “This is a wonderful book about healing from sexual abuse. This is a wonderful book about

healing from sexual abuse. I definitely recommend this book for those that are trying to recover

and also good for those that know someone struggling with recovery.”

The book by Sergio Iranzo has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 8 people have provided feedback.
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